
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

            
            

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.5.1 
Activity under MoU 

1- Workshop on Python Programming 
2- Workshop on Training Program 
3- Guest Lecture on Placement Skill 
Development 
4- Program Report on Industrial Visit 
5- Report on Start-ups Keynote 
6- Program Report on Industrial Visit 
7- Report on Training Program 
8- Report on Guest Lecture 
9- Training on Java Programming 
10- Report on Guest Lecture 
11- Workshop on Web Development 

 
Greater Noida Institute of Technology (Engg. Institute) 

Plot No. 7, Knowledge Park II, Greater Noida 
Uttar Pradesh 201310 India 



 

 

Workshop On “Python Programming” 

Training and Placement Cell, GNIOT, organized a workshop On “Python Programming” on 08-

03-2021 between 10:00am -12:30 pm. Head of the Training and Placement Cell, Mr. Rohit 

Pandey welcomed the Keynote speaker, guests and participants. He also highlighted the 

importance overview about placements. Expert from the industry Mr. Anil Singh is an expert and 

is currently working with CETPA InfoTech Pvt. Ltd.  

The expert discussed that the process of acquiring and enhancing abilities, knowledge, and 

expertise in area of software development using Python. Which is involves a deliberate and 

focused effort to improve one's proficiency in a particular field, whether it's technical, 

professional, creative, or personal. He has given hands-on session on python programming and 

also has discussed the various aspects of python programming. More than 80 students are 

benefited by tis workshop.  

 









 

 

Workshop On “Training Program” 

Training and Placement Cell, GNIOT, organized a training program On “Web Development” on 

13-01-2020 between 10:00am -12:30 pm. Head of the Training and Placement Cell, Mr. Rohit 

Pandey welcomed the Keynote speaker, guests and participants. He also highlighted the 

importance overview about placements. Expert from the industry Mr. Durgesh Narayan Singh is 

an expert and is currently working with Servitude Technologies Pvt. Ltd. The expert discussed 

that the importance of web development which is enable individuals to adapt to change, navigate 

uncertainty, and bounce back from setbacks. In online business era how much important the 

website for individual businessman or institution etc.  

 







 

 

Guest Lecture on “Placement Skill Development” 

Training and Placement Cell, GNIOT, organized a workshop On “Placement Skill Development” 

on 22-03-2021 between 10:00am -12:30 pm. Head of the Training and Placement Cell, Mr. Rohit 

Pandey welcomed the Keynote speaker, guests and participants. He also highlighted the 

importance overview about placements. Expert from the industry Mr. Shadab Khan is an expert 

and is currently working with UpBrain Skill Solution Pvt. Ltd.  

The expert discussed that the process of acquiring and enhancing abilities, knowledge, and 

expertise in placement skill development. Which is involves a deliberate and focused effort to 

improve one's proficiency in a particular field, whether it's technical, professional, creative, or 

personal.  

 







 

 

Program Report on 

“Industrial Visit” 

Training and Placement Cell, GNIOT, organized an industrial visit on 26-03-2021 at 10:00 AM 

onwards. The students visited at Aptron Solution Pvt. Ltd. B-10, sector 02, Noida, India. The 

expert discussed that how to prepare Programming and Software Development Proficiency in 

programming languages such as Python, Java, C++, or JavaScript. Knowledge of software 

development methodologies, version control systems, and debugging. Web Development: 

HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and frameworks like React or Angular for frontend development. 

Backend development skills using languages like PHP, Ruby, Python, or frameworks like 

Node.js. Database Management: Knowledge of database systems such as MySQL, PostgreSQL, 

or MongoDB. Ability to design, implement, and optimize database structures, write SQL queries, 

and perform database administration tasks. 

 



 

 

 

Report on 

Start-ups Keynote 

Training and Placement Cell, GNIOT, organized an expert talk On “Start-ups Keynote” on 19-

04-2021 between 10:00am -12:30 pm. Head of the Training and Placement Cell, Mr. Rohit 

Pandey welcomed the Keynote speaker, guests and participants. He also highlighted the 

importance overview about placements. Expert from the industry Ms. Priyanka Chouhan is an 

expert and is currently working with Incap Educational Institute Pvt. Ltd. The expert discussed 

that about project startups which can be converted into product. Moreover she has explored 

various aspects regarding going to start any types of business. 

 

 

 







 

 

Program Report on 

“Industrial Visit” 

Training and Placement Cell, GNIOT, organized an industrial visit on 30-05-2022 at 10:00 AM 

onwards. The students visited at TwoWaits Technologies Pvt. Ltd. AIC, BIMTECH, Greater 

Noida, India. The expert discussed that how to prepare Programming and Software Development 

Proficiency in programming languages such as Python, Java, JavaScript. Knowledge of software 

development methodologies, version control systems, and debugging. Web Development: 

HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and frameworks like React or Angular for frontend development. 

Backend development skills using languages like PHP, Ruby, Python, or frameworks like 

Node.js. Database Management: Knowledge of database systems such as MySQL, PostgreSQL, 

or MongoDB. Ability to design, implement, and optimize database structures, write SQL queries, 

and perform database administration tasks. 

 



 

 

Report On “Training Program” 

Training and Placement Cell, GNIOT, organized an training on “Soft Skills” on 04-05-2023 

between 10:00am -12:30 pm. Head of the Training and Placement Cell, Mr. Rohit Pandey 

welcomed the Keynote speaker, guests and participants. He also highlighted the importance 

overview about placements. Expert from the industry Mr. Shubham Aggarwal is an expert and is 

currently working with AppSquadz Software Pvt. Ltd.  

Expert has given in details about technical skills are essential for the students increasingly 

recognize the significance of soft skills in fostering effective communication, collaboration, 

leadership, and adaptability. Soft skills encompass a wide range of attributes that enable 

individuals to navigate interpersonal relationships, work well with others, and succeed in various 

professional environments. Soft skills are highly valued by students, and individuals with well-

developed soft skills often experience greater career advancement opportunities. These skills 

contribute to effective leadership, team collaboration, and client interaction, enhancing overall 

job performance.  

 









 

 

Report on 

Guest Lecture 

Training and Placement Cell, GNIOT, organized an guest lecture on “Student Personality 

Development” on 30-07-2021 between 10:00am -12:30 pm. Head of the Training and Placement 

Cell, Mr. Rohit Pandey welcomed the Keynote speaker, guests and participants. He also 

highlighted the importance overview about placements. Expert from the industry Ms. Servesh 

Garg is an expert and is currently working JTC India Pvt. Ltd.  

The expert discussed that the placement drive, such as their names, contact information, 

educational background, and any other relevant information. Recruitment Process Overview like 

overall recruitment process followed during the placement drive, including the stages involved, 

such as resume screening, aptitude tests, group discussions, interviews, and any other assessment 

methods used. 

 

 







 

 

Training On “Java Programming” 

Training and Placement Cell, GNIOT, organized a workshop On “Java Programming” on 30-03-

2022 between 10:00am -12:30 pm. Head of the Training and Placement Cell, Mr. Rohit Pandey 

welcomed the Keynote speaker, guests and participants. He also highlighted the importance 

overview about placements. Expert from the industry Mr. Roshan Kumar Jha is an expert and is 

currently working with Realistic Technologies Pvt. Ltd.  

The expert discussed that the process of acquiring and enhancing abilities, knowledge, and 

expertise in area of software development using Java. He has given hands-on session on java 

programming using eclipse and also has discussed the various aspects of java programming. 

More than 80 students are benefited by tis workshop.  

 









 

 

Report on 

Guest Lecture 

Training and Placement Cell, GNIOT, organized guest lecture on “Student Placements” on 19-

08-2021 between 10:00am -12:30 pm. Head of the Training and Placement Cell, Mr. Rohit 

Pandey welcomed the Keynote speaker, guests and participants. He also highlighted the 

importance overview about placements. Expert from the industry Ms. Karan Kamboj is an expert 

and is currently working Ducat India Pvt. Ltd.  

The expert discussed that the placement drive, such as their names, contact information, 

educational background, and any other relevant information. Recruitment Process Overview like 

overall recruitment process followed during the placement drive, including the stages involved, 

such as resume screening, aptitude tests, group discussions, interviews, and any other assessment 

methods used. 

 

 







 

 

Workshop On “Web Development” 

Training and Placement Cell, GNIOT, organized a training program On “Web Development” on 

21-10-2021 between 10:00am -12:30 pm. Head of the Training and Placement Cell, Mr. Rohit 

Pandey welcomed the Keynote speaker, guests and participants. He also highlighted the 

importance overview about placements. Expert from the industry Mr. Ajit Jain is an expert and is 

currently working with Truechip Solutions Pvt. Ltd. The expert discussed that the importance of 

web development which is enable individuals to adapt to change, navigate uncertainty, and 

bounce back from setbacks. In online business era how much important the website for 

individual businessman or institution etc. Moreover, the hands-on session on HTML, CSS, Java 

Script was very beneficial for the our students.  

 






